1. Effective Semester: Fall 2016

2. College: Liberal Arts

3. Department/School/Program: Department of Political Science MA Political Science

4. Prefix/Subject Number

| P | O | S | I | 5 | 3 | 5 | 0 |

5. Course Title:

Current Long: Problems in American Politics

6. Justification for the course action:

Explain why course is no longer needed in the curriculum:
The POSI prefix is being replaced with the PS prefix due to the lack of available course numbers under the current POSI prefix. POSI 5350 is a problems course that was repeatable up to five times for additional credit with a different emphasis and a different instructor. PS 5330, PS 5335, PS 5336, PS 5337, PS 5339, and PS 5340 are taking the place of POSI 5350, thus allowing its different emphases to become regular courses as part of the Master of Arts in Political Science program prefix change.
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Prefix/Subject and Number: POSI 5350

7. Approvals:

Department Chair/Program Director/School Director

Chair of College Curriculum Committee

Dean of College

Dean of The Graduate College (if applicable)

Chair of University Curriculum Committee (if applicable)

Date

Date

Date